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sacring bells,1 yet still more were protective of the
consumer. For one thing, of course, a single Act pro-
hibiting certain imports might protect a dozen classes
of manufactures, while the denunciation of one particular
species of fraud would probably lead ingenious swindlers
to invent a succession of others, each requiring a separate
Act for its suppression. Sentimental admirers of the
past are apt to imagine that the mediaeval workman
loved a piece of good work for its own sake and never
scamped a job. Nothing could be farther from the truth.
The mediaeval craftsman was not called a man of craft
for nothing! He had no more conscience than a plumber,
and his knowledge of ways that are dark and tricks that
are vain was extensive and peculiar. The subtle craft
of the London bakers, who, while making up their
customer's dough, stole a large portion of the dough
under their customers' eyes by means of a little trap-
door in the kneading-board and a boy sitting under the
counter,2 was exceptional only in its ingenuity. In 1472,
nearly 450 years before the passing of ' the Rag Flock
Bill', complaints were made of frauds in the upholstery
trade, in such articles as feather-beds, cushions, and
quilts, where the buyer ' seeth withoutc and knoweth
not the stuf within', down pillows being stuffed ' with
thistill downe and cattes tailles ' (the vegetable variety,
1 imagine), and ' materas stuffed with here (hair) and
fiokkes and sold for flokkes '.3 Cloth was stretched and
strained to the utmost and cunningly folded to hide
defects, a length of bad cloth would be joined on to
a length of superior quality, or a whole cheap cloth
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